1. Introduction. Baer [2] and Neumann [5] have discussed groups in which there is a limitation on the number of conjugates which an element may have. For a given group G, let Hi be the set of all elements of G which have only a finite number of conjugates in G, let H 2 be the set of those elements of G, the conjugates of each of which lie in only a finite number of cosets of Hi in G; and in this fashion define Hz, i7 4 , .... We shall show that the H x are strictly characteristic subgroups of G. The result of Neumann which states that the derivative of G is periodic if G = Hi (that is, if G is a so-called FC-group), and that, in this case, the periodic elements of G form a subgroup reappears in the form that the division hull of H t in H i+ i is a subgroup L i+ i such that H i+ i/L i+ i is abelian. The commutator quotient Hi -f-H i+i turns out to be the cross-cut of some collection of subgroups of finite index in G, generalizing a result of Baer [2] on the centralizer of Hi in G. Hall [6, p. 114] has proved a strict inclusion theorem on the intersections of some subgroups with the ascending central series. A related result is established for the FC-chain {Hi}. The concept of FCnilpotency is introduced (G = H n for some n), and the relation of FC-nilpotency of a factor group of G to the nilpotency of G itself is discussed. We shall prove that the group of automorphisms of a non-trivial, complete centreless group has no non-trivial FC-chain.
2. The FC-chain. Let G be a non-trivial group, and let Hi = Hi (G) be the set of all g £ G, each of which has only a finite number of conjugates in G. By Baer [2] , Hi is a characteristic subgroup of G. Indeed it is more; for, let/ be an endomorphism of G where f(G) = G, and let x Ç H\ have the property that f(x) has more than a finite number of distinct conjugates in G. If { r f~1f( x ) r i} (i = 1, 2, 3, . . .) is a countable subset of the set of distinct conjugates of /(x), the fact that/(G) = G implies the existence of a set {^^}, ^^ £ G, f(Si) = r u so that the f{s i~1 xst) are all different, whence the sf 1 xsi are distinct. But this is a contradiction, so that/(i7i) C H h and Hi is strictly characteristic.
Let Ho = Ho (G) be the subgroup of G consisting of e, the identity element of G, alone. Suppose that H n = H n (G) has been defined as a suitable normal subgroup of G. Then form Hi (G/H n {G)) and construct its complete inverse image H n+ i (G) Note that H t C ^^ for i > j implies 1 that Z t C Hi C ^;-C -H^, and Z^ = Z j = H i = Hj, whence both the FC-chain and the ascending central series break off with the same subgroup Zj = Hj. The possibility of course remains that they have so broken off at an index k < j. When both the FC-chain and the ascending central series of a group G terminate with the same subgroup Hj = Z Jt we say that G has mutual truncation at index <j. We replace < by = if j is the best possible index. If x, y G H i+ i and if x = y mod Z i+h then in the group G/H h the elements xHi and yH t have the same (finite) number of conjugates.
If G = H n (G), G ^ i7 n _i(G), for some positive integer n, we say that G is FC-nilpotent of FC-class n. Hence if G is nilpotent of class 
We use the commutator notation of [6] . For instance, G shall mean (G, G), the subgroup of G generated by the commutators of G, the derivative of G; 
n £ i?*, since the latter is strictly characteristic.
has also proved that if G is an FC-group, then G' C P(G), the subgroup of periodic elements of G. It follows that, for every FC-group G,
w Ç L i+ i and x ww Ç i7i for suitable positive integers m and n. Hence D(L i+ ù H i+ \) C L i+ i so that the group H i+ i/L i+ i is not only abelian but also torsion-free in the sense that it has no periodic elements other than its unity.
If G is FC-nilpotent of FC-class n, n > 1, then the fact that H n /L n is abelian shows that G' C L n . Proof. Hi+i/Li+i has the required form if and only if it is complete in the (abelian group) sense that
and the existence of a positive integer n for which 
Ji+i = D(H r i+\ C\ Hf, H i+ i) = D(H'' i+ i\ L i+ i) -D(H' i+ i; H i+ i).
It is clear that J i+i is a strictly characteristic subgroup of G and that
It is also immediate that the sequences {L*+i} and [Ji+i] are both ascending with i.
5.
The commutator quotients. Let 5 and T be normal subgroups of a group G. Let 5 -f-T be the set of all x G G which have the property that (t, x) G 5 for every / G 2". This set is called [1] the commutator quotient of 5 by T and is a normal subgroup of G. Let / be an endomorphism of G for which f(T) = T and f{S) C 5. For * G 5 -s-T and t G 7\
where u d T\ and since uxu~l x~1
We have proved that if 5 and T are normal subgroups of a group G and if f is any endomorphism of G for which S is admissible and f(T) = T, then S -r-T is admissible under f.
Moreover it can be shown that S -f T is a characteristic subrgoup of G if both S and T are. Well known is the fact [1] that S -f-T D S for normal subgroups 5 and T oî G. If S, T and iV are normal subgroups of G, it is easy to prove [1] that the following are equivalent:
The fact that (N, S -f-iV) C 5 for normal subgroups 5 and N ol G shows that iV C S -T-(S -r-iV), by the equivalence of (a) and (c). Useful is the result [ 
for every normal subgroup iV of G. Since Z* 4-G = Z i+h Z i+ \ is maximum with respect to being a normal subgroup X for which (G, X) C Z*. One would like to have a similar result for the FC-chain, but the facts are otherwise. If we define
it is easy to see that W i+ i, maximum with respect to the property of being a normal subgroup X of G for which (G, X) C H t , can be represented by
It is clear that the W i+ i form an ascending chain of subgroups of G which "intertwines" with the FC-chain, where W\ (G) = Z\ (G) and each W i+ i is a strictly characteristic subgroup of G. The last remark follows from the fact that Wi+i -Hi -r-G, and that if/ is an endomorphism on G onto G, Hi is admissible, so that, by an earlier remark on the admissibility of the commutator quotient, so is Wi+i admissible. Note that H t 4-W t +i = G, since
By the symbol C(i7 < G) for a subgroup H ol G we mean [2] the centralizer of H in G. THEOREM 
V i+ i is maximum with respect to the property of being a normal subgroup X of G for which
and Vi+i is the cross-cut of some collection of finite-indexed subgroups of G.
Proof. The first statement derives from the definition of commutator quotient. As a function on the cartesian square of the lattice of normal subgroups of the group G into that same lattice, X -f-Y is monotonically increasing in X and monotonically decreasing in F. Since 
each N a has a finite index in G, and the proof is complete. 
)).
Likewise, it is easy to show that
Thus, for normal subgroups X of G satisfying V t +i = H t -r-X, the maximum is obtained by, essentially, forming centralizers twice from H i+ i/Hi. THEOREM 2. lf i+ i P\ Z*+i = (H t Pi Z y ) -r-G, so that W i+ \ P Zj+i is maximum with respect to being a normal subgroup X of G for which (G, X) C H t r\ Z y , and (w i+1 P z j+l )/{H t r\ Zj) = Zx (G/H, P z,).
Proof, x Ç Wi+i P Zj+i implies that <t>i(x) and </>*(g) commute for every g £ G and that xgx~l g~l £ Z y , since (G, Z ;+ i) C Zj. Thus ra^n P z, +1 c (#* P z,) -G. 
.) then each H t = Z t (whence each H i+ i/Hi is abelian, and G is FC-nilpotent under these conditions if and only if G is nilpotent).

A strict inclusion theorem.
In the case of the ascending central series, Hall [6, p. 114] has proved a strict inclusion theorem. In Theorem 3 below, we shall obtain a similar result for the FC-series. 
Zi+i i\ Hi~k ZZ) Zi+i i\ Hi-k -\
with strict inclusion, and the result is established by induction.
We can define for each ordinal a a subgroup H a of G as follows : H\ is defined as above. If a is not a limit ordinal, let a( -) be the predecessor of a.
If iJ«(-) is defined, then define H a by H a /H a (-) = Hi (G/H a (-.)). If a is a limit ordinal, let
H a = U Hp,
/3<a
the set-theoretic union of the Hp. With appropriate but entirely trivial 3 modifications, the prior statements of this paper can be adapted for this extended FC-chain. Similar modifications can be made throughout the remainder of the paper, but these latter are not of such uniform simplicity. Since a detailed discussion at this time of the properties of the extended FC-chain would obscure the central issues, we shall not return to this point in the present work.
7. FC-nilpotency.
Proof. We use induction on k. For k = 0, <j)f~l(e*) = H t (G) (where e* is the identity of G/Hi), so that the result holds for k = 0. <t>r l (Hi (G/H t )) = H i+U so that the result holds also for k -1. Let us now assume its validity for k.
Then H i+k (G)/H t (G) is H k (G/Hi(G)). Let $ k be the natural mapping on G/H t (G) onto G/H i+k (G) with kernel H k (G/H t (G)) = H M (G)/H t {G).
$ k -i(Hi(G/H i+k (G))) = ^«^(fftfJH-i),
since the case k = 1 has been established. But
and the result is established. LEMMA 
Let 9 be the natural map of G onto G/N where N is a normal subgroup of G. Then
so that the latter group is isomorphic to
and R k+ i 2) H k+ i(G), so that the proof is complete. THEOREM 
Let Nbea normal subgroup of a group G such that (1) N C H n (G) and (2) there exists a positive integer kfor which G/N is FC-nilpotent of FC-class k. Then G is FC-nilpotent of FC-class
< n + k. Proof. H k (G/N) = G/N.
G/H n (G)^(G/N)/(H n (G)/N); and H k {G/H n {G)) = H n+k (G)/H n (G),
by Lemma 4. Hence
By Lemma 5 (taking G/N for G and H n {G)/N for N),
Hence H n+k (G) = G. COROLLARY 
If G/Z n (G) is FC-nilpotent of FC-class k, then G -H n+Jc (G).
COROLLARY 2. If W n (G) has finite index in G, then G = H n (G).
Proof. For n = 1, G/W\ = G/Z\. Since G/Zi, a finite group, is isomorphic to the group of inner automorphisms [4] of G, there are only a finite number of inner automorphisms of G, and G is an FC-group. For n > 1, G/TT"^ (G/fl^O/CTTn/fl^i).
Since W n /H n -i = Zi(G/iJ w _i), G/H n -\ is an FC-group, by the argument employed for w = 1. By the theorem, G is FC-nilpotent of FC-class < n.
Note that if G is FC-nilpotent of FC-class k, then G/N is FC-nilpotent of FC-class < k, where N is a normal subgroup of G. For, by Lemma 5,
where N is a normal subgroup of G. Let G be FC-nilpotent of FC-class t so that G/N is FC-nilpotent of FC-class k. Then k
8. The FC-chain of a "large" normal subgroup. K(i = 0, 1, 2, . . 
THEOREM 5. Let K be a normal subgroup of finite index in G for which Hi(G) C
.). Then H t {K) = H t (G) for all such i.
Proof. Clearly Hi (K) D H\ (G) . For x Ç Hi (K), there exist a finite number of conjugates of x in K. Let the t t {i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n) be the set of representatives of the cosets of K in G. Let g be any element of G. Then there exist h Ç K and a positive integer i < n such that g = ht iy whence g~l xg = tf 
Thus x Ç #i(G), and H^K) = H^G).
Now suppose that H t (K) = Hi(G). Since G/X is a finite group, the index of
by the above argument on iJi. Then
(G). Since 22",+i(G) C X, it follows that H i+1 (K) = H i+1 {G).
COROLLARY. Let G be an extension of an FC-nilpotent group K by a finite, non-trivial group F. Then there exists a positive integer i for which H t (G) (j£_ K.
Proof. If each Hj(G) C K (j = 1, 2, 3, . . .) then, by the theorem, each
, by the theorem, and
9. Groups for which jffi is trivial. THEOREM 
Z,^ H n (G) be a direct summand of the group G. Then H n+k (G) = H n (G)
(£ = 1,2,3,...). Consider ordered pairs (e, x) , where e is the identity of H n (G) and x £ Hi(K). It follows that (e, x) € Hi(G). Hence (e, x) £ H n (G), so that x = e', the identity of K. Thus iJi(Z) = («') and H n+1 (G) = H n {G). The result follows at once.
If the FC-chain breaks off before or at H n (G), then Hi(G/H n (G)) is the trivial group, and conversely. Thus G/H n (G) has no non-trivial iJi-group and has, as a consequence, no non-trivial centre and is isomorphic to the group of its inner automorphisms.
For an automorphism a of G, let F (a) denote the set of all points which are fixed under a. This set of fixed points is, as is well known, a subgroup of G. Let J(G) be the group of inner automorphisms of G, and let A (G) be the group of automorphisms of G. Recall the definition of mutual truncation in §2. We then have THEOREM 7. Let G be a group with mutual truncation at index < n. Then J(G) has mutual truncation at index n -1 (if n > 1).
Proof. For any index k, H h (G/H n (G)) is trivial, by Lemma 4. Since
H n (G) = Z n (G), H k (G/H n (G)) ^H k (J(G)/Z n . l (J(G))).
By Lemma 5, Z n -i(J(G)) D H k (J(G)).
Take k = n for the result.
COROLLARY l. 4 
If G has mutual truncation at index < 1, and if U is any group extension of J(G), then each J(G) r\H n (U) is trivial.
Proof. By the theorem, J(G) has mutual truncation at index 0. If S and T are groups with S C T, it is easy to see that S O H n (T) C H n (S) for every n. Take S = J(G) and T = U for the result. 
Part (b) of the above corollary shows that if G is ''badly" non-abelian and infinite, then its automorphism group cannot be finite, abelian, nilpotent, FC or, in general, FC-nilpotent.
COROLLARY 3. If the FC-chain of G breaks off after a finite number of steps (say, at index n), then G is FC-nilpotent if and only if A(G/H n (G)) is FC-nilpotent. inclusions need not be strict. If a Ç Hj(U), then F(a r ) has a finite index in G/Z r (G).
Proof. There exists a finite (but not necessarily unique) set of elements {gi} (i -1,2, ... f N) in G such that 
as we should expect in light of [3, p. 165, (c')L COROLLARY l. 5 
If H X {G) is trivial and ifa^H^U), where J(G) <ZUCA{G) y then F (a) has finite index in G.
COROLLARY 2. Let G be a group for which Zi(G) is trivial. If a G H\{U) r where J(G) C U C A(G), then F (a) has finite index in G.
Proof. In the proof of the theorem we can take <f> to be the identity map. The rest of the argument follows without difficulty.
Following common custom, a group will be called complete if for each positive integer n, the set of all x n (x G G), is a set of generators for G. By T n (G), where n is a fixed positive integer, we shall mean the set of all ce G A (G) for which a(x) = x mod Z n (G) for every x (z G. U n = 1, we have the so-called normal or central automorphisms [6] . To(G) is to consist of the identity automorphism of G, alone. 
Proof. Suppose a G Hj(U).
To each x G G, there exists, by the proof of Theorem 8, a positive integer t(x) such that afrW) = *' <*> mod Z T {G).
Moreover, there exists a uniform bound M = M (a) > t(x) for all x G G, since a G #,(£/). Let iV = Ml Then a(x N ) = x^ mod Z r (G). Since the set of all x^ is a set of generators of G, a(g) = g mod Z T (G) for every g G G, and « G 7\(G). COROLLARY 
If H\{G) is trivial for a complete group G, then H\(U) is trivial, where J {G) CUCA(G).
Proof. Note that the index r of truncation is 0. Alternately, we can prove a stronger result: COROLLARY 
If Z\(G) is trivial for a complete group G, then Hi(U) is trivial, where J (G) CUCA(G).
Proof. Using the proof of Corollary 2 to Theorem 8, we can modify the proof of the present theorem to show that a(x N ) = x N for every x.
10. Examples of FC-nilpotent groups. Consider two countable classes of copies of 12, the group of integers modulo 2. Let the generators of these groups be denoted by the e\ (i = 1, 2, 3, . . .) and the fj (j = 1, 2, 3, . . .)• Form the free product F of all the members of these two classes of copies of I2. Impose the relations (1) e* x = xe u for every generator e t of the first class and for every x G F; and (2) f t f ô = fjf t e t e j for all i and j. Call the resulting group G. Then every word in G can be given the unique canonical form f il f ia . . .fi n E where E is a word in the e/s and i\ < i 2 < . . . < i n if the class of the i/s is non-void. It is easy to prove that Z\(G) is the set of all elements generated by the e's alone. If the number of /'s in the canonical form of a word is even, then the word has no more than two conjugates in G, while if the number is odd, there are an infinite number of conjugates of the word in G. All the words of even "/-length" form the subgroup H\{G), and this subgroup is distinct from both Z\(G) and G. It is clear that x 2 £ Z\{G) for every x Ç G, so that G = D (Z\(G) ; G). It is not difficult to show that G/H^G) ^ J 2| so that G = H 2 (G). We thus have an example of an FC-nilpotent group of FC-class 2.
The referee has pointed out the following: Let G be a free group on two or more generators. We construct the lower central series [6] of G as follows: G(0) = G; 6(1) = (G, G); G(i + 1) = (G, G(i)) . Then G/G(c) is an example of an FC-nilpotent group of FC-class c for every positive integer c.
